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I Data Processing Technical

©2013 Control Microsystems Inc. 
All rights reserved.
Printed in Canada.

Version: 8.05.4

The information provided in this documentation contains general descriptions and/or technical
characteristics of the performance of the products contained herein. This documentation is
not intended as a substitute for and is not to be used for determining suitability or reliability of
these products for specific user applications. It is the duty of any such user or integrator to
perform the appropriate and complete risk analysis, evaluation and testing of the products
with respect to the relevant specific application or use thereof. Neither Schneider Electric nor
any of its affiliates or subsidiaries shall be responsible or liable for misuse of the information
contained herein. If you have any suggestions for improvements or amendments or have
found errors in this publication, please notify us.

No part of this document may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, without express written permission of Schneider
Electric.

All pertinent state, regional, and local safety regulations must be observed when installing and
using this product. For reasons of safety and to help ensure compliance with documented
system data, only the manufacturer should perform repairs to components.

When devices are used for applications with technical safety requirements, the relevant
instructions must be followed. Failure to use Schneider Electric software or approved
software with our hardware products may result in injury, harm, or improper operating results.

Failure to observe this information can result in injury or equipment damage.

1 Technical Support

Support related to any part of this documentation can be directed to one of the following
support centers.
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Technical Support: The Americas

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time

Toll free within North America 1-888-226-6876

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Europe

Available Monday to Friday 8:30am – 5:30pm Central European Time

Direct Worldwide +31 (71) 597-1655

Email euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Asia

Available Monday to Friday 8:00am – 6:30pm Eastern Time (North America) 

Direct Worldwide +1-613-591-1943

Email TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com

Technical Support: Australia

Inside Australia 1300 369 233

Email au.help@schneider-electric.com

2 Safety Information

Read these instructions carefully, and look at the equipment to become familiar with the
device before trying to install, operate, or maintain it. The following special messages may
appear throughout this documentation or on the equipment to warn of potential hazards or to
call attention to information that clarifies or simplifies a procedure.

The addition of this symbol to a Danger or Warning safety label
indicates that an electrical hazard exists, which will result in personal
injury if the instructions are not followed.

This is the safety alert symbol. It is used to alert you to potential
personal injury hazards. Obey all safety messages that follow this
symbol to avoid possible injury or death.

mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:euro-support@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:TechnicalSupport@controlmicrosystems.com
mailto:au.help@schneider-electric.com
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DANGER

DANGER indicates an imminently hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will
result in death or serious injury.

WARNING

WARNING indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in death or serious injury.

CAUTION

CAUTION indicates a potentially hazardous situation which, if not avoided, can
result in minor or moderate.

CAUTION

CAUTION used without the safety alert symbol, indicates a potentially hazardous
situation which, if not avoided, can result in equipment damage..

PLEASE NOTE

Electrical equipment should be installed, operated, serviced, and maintained only by qualified
personnel. No responsibility is assumed by Schneider Electric for any consequences arising
out of the use of this material.

A qualified person is one who has skills and knowledge related to the construction and
operation of electrical equipment and the installation, and has received safety training to
recognize and avoid the hazards involved.

BEFORE YOU BEGIN

Do not use this product on machinery lacking effective point-of-operation guarding. Lack of
effective point-of-operation guarding on a machine can result in serious injury to the operator
of that machine.

CAUTION

EQUIPMENT OPERATION HAZARD

Verify that all installation and set up procedures have been completed.

Before operational tests are performed, remove all blocks or other temporary
holding means used for shipment from all component devices.
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Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Failure to follow these instructions can result in injury or equipment
damage.

Follow all start-up tests recommended in the equipment documentation. Store all equipment
documentation for future references.

Software testing must be done in both simulated and real environments.

Verify that the completed system is free from all short circuits and grounds, except those
grounds installed according to local regulations (according to the National Electrical Code in
the U.S.A, for instance). If high-potential voltage testing is necessary, follow
recommendations in equipment documentation to prevent accidental equipment damage.

Before energizing equipment:

Remove tools, meters, and debris from equipment.

Close the equipment enclosure door.

Remove ground from incoming power lines.

Perform all start-up tests recommended by the manufacturer.

OPERATION AND ADJUSTMENTS

The following precautions are from the NEMA Standards Publication ICS 7.1-1995 (English
version prevails):

Regardless of the care exercised in the design and manufacture of equipment or in the
selection and ratings of components, there are hazards that can be encountered if such
equipment is improperly operated.

It is sometimes possible to misadjust the equipment and thus produce unsatisfactory or
unsafe operation. Always use the manufacturer’s instructions as a guide for functional
adjustments. Personnel who have access to these adjustments should be familiar with the
equipment manufacturer’s instructions and the machinery used with the electrical
equipment.

Only those operational adjustments actually required by the operator should be accessible
to the operator. Access to other controls should be restricted to prevent unauthorized
changes in operating characteristics.

3 Introduction

This manual describes technical aspects of data processing performed by the SCADAPack E RTU
Configurations. 

Integrated RTU data processing is managed by the Data Processor.  

It is directed by configurations defined for each point, mostly through point attributes.  
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The data processing facilities provided in the RTU includes:

Physical I/O Point Processing

Derived Point Processing

Configurable System Point Processing

Data Manipulation Processes

RTU Physical I/O points are those points that correspond directly with electrical signals connected to
the RTU.  

Derived I/O points are User defined points internal to the RTU, or System points within the RTU that
can be configured in the same way as User defined points.  

In the context of this manual, non-configurable system points are not regarded as derived points as
data processing is not available for them.

See individual device hardware manuals for specifications of point capacity for each RTU model.
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3.1 Data Processor, Properties & Attributes, & Configurable Points

Data Processor

The role of the Data Processor is central to the primary functionality of the SCADAPack E RTU. It
interacts with other services to provide data processing and co-ordination of data distribution within the
RTU.  While, in general, RTU services can read point properties and attributes directly from the Point
Database, tasks changing (writing) point attributes and properties use the Data Processor to validate
and effect the change. 

For each potential change to point fields (attributes or properties), the Data processor considers the
impact of the changed value, processing interlocks and dead-bands where necessary, and initiating or
stopping timers, performing floating point math, etc.

Properties & Attributes
Physical and user points within the RTU (and some system points) have both Property and Attribute
fields associated with them.  The distinction between these field types within a point is needed for point
processing.

A “Property” field of a point represents a physical or derived quantity, describing a particular aspect of
the real time condition of a point.

An “Attribute” field of a point dictates how the RTU should manipulate or present a particular aspect of a
point.  In terms of data processing, some attributes describe how some point properties are derived. 
Multiple point attributes may impact a point property.  Similarly, multiple point properties may be
impacted by a single attribute.

For further information on point types and point attributes & properties, refer to the SCADAPack E
Configuration Technical Reference manual.

Several references in this document are made to “a point going in to alarm”.  A point going into alarm
does not necessarily cause the generation of a DNP3 data event.  This is discussed in Section Point
Processing .

Various point properties do impact DNP3 status flags in static and event objects.  For more information
see the SCADAPack E DNP3 Technical Reference manual.

Configurable Points
The ability of the SCADAPack E RTU to manipulate points through data processing depends upon the
ability to configure a point.  In general, configurations will be present for points that are to be accessible,
remotely, from outside the RTU (E.g. via DNP3 protocol to SCADA Master station, or Peer node).  A
point that exists without a configuration (i.e. physical points and system points) may be accessed
internally by the RTU, or explicitly accessed externally.  RTU physical and user points are configurable.
Some System Points are configurable, and some System Points are not configurable.  For more
information on configurable system points see the SCADAPack E Configuration Technical Reference
manual.

When requested to read a point, the SCADAPack E RTU returns the requested point field, if the point
exists.  If a point exists but is non-configurable, or not configured by the user, the only point fields that
can be read are the “Current Value” properties.

When requested to control or modify a point, the RTU checks that the requested point exists.  If the
request for access to the point has been authorized, the point is processed based on its primary point
type, i.e. Digital, Analog or Counter type.  If the point is non-configurable, only the current value may be
modified.  If this is the case, the current value is modified in the point database and the appropriate

11
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status is returned to the requester.  If the point is configurable, the Data Processor locks the point.  The
processing of a point may involve control interlocks, dead-bands, rate of change information, etc.  Once
the necessary processing has been carried out and the point field has been set, the point is unlocked
which updates the modified point fields in to the point database.
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4 Point Processing

Processing of point data is managed by the SCADAPack E RTU’s “Data Processor” task.  It takes point
attributes from the RTU’s Point Database, applies the configuration of these attributes to point
properties, usually the current real-time state or value of the point, and derives further point properties for
the RTU.

In some cases, the Data Processor maintains previous state, value and time information about points to
assist in deriving point properties.

Data processing on a single RTU point does not usually affect other points.  The exception to this is
where the state of point properties for a single point is exposed through user nominated points.  See
Section Binary Property Points .

The Data Processor does not provide interaction of attributes or properties between multiple RTU points.
A user application within the RTU’s ISaGRAF target is the recommended method of providing this type of
multi-variable control and data manipulation.

37
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4.1 Physical Digital Input Point Processing

Figure 4.1:  Physical Digital Input Point Processing

Figure 4.1  shows the data flow in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Physical
Digital Input points.  Time relationships between point states are not indicated in this figure.  Further
information on digital processing is also presented in Section Physical Counter Input Point Processing

.

 The “Raw Input State” is the RTU physical hardware state.  If “Invert Point State” attribute is FALSE,
the “Current Point State” property is the same as the “Raw Input State” as long as the Raw Input State
remains the same for the de-bounce time. If “Invert Point State” attribute is TRUE, the “Current Point
State” property is the inverse of the raw (physical) input state.

"Invert Point State", "Debounce Time" and "Chatter Filter" attributes are only available where provided by
hardware. These are not supported for SCADAPack 300E RTUs or 5000 Series I/O.

The “Point in Alarm” property is derived from the state of the “Current Point State” property and the
values of the following point attributes: 1) Alarm Active State, 2) Time Dead-band into alarm, 3) Time
Dead-band out of alarm, 4) Alarm Inhibit attribute

The internal “Alarm State” is set to TRUE if the “Current Point State” is the same as the “Alarm Active
State” subject to time dead-banding.  Otherwise Internal “Alarm State” is FALSE. “Time Dead-band Out
of Alarm” attribute sets a delay before the “Alarm State” becomes FALSE after the alarm is determined
to be inactive.

I.e.  Point in Alarm = internal Alarm State AND Not Alarm Inhibit

The “Point in Alarm” property is FALSE if the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is TRUE.  A DNP3 event is
generated for the point when the internal alarm state changes, the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE,
and the “Point Data Class” attribute is configured for a Class 1,2, or 3 event.  The point value in the
generated event is the “Current Point State” property. 

If the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE and the “Point Data Class” attribute is not configured to “Class 0
static” or “Local”, then a DNP Event will be queued with a post-dead-band timestamp. Following this,
the “Point in Alarm” property will be set to the same state as “Alarm State”.

12

21
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Example 1

A point may have a default “Alarm Active State” = 1, time dead-bands = 0, Alarm Inhibit = FALSE,
Point Data Class = “Class 2 Buffered”.  The “Point  in Alarm” property will be TRUE when the point state
is 1, and FALSE when the point state is 0.  This may be ignored by the application if it’s not interested
in the point as an alarm.  A Class 2 DNP3 event is generated whenever the point current state changes.
Setting “Alarm Inhibit” = TRUE sets the “Point  in Alarm” property to FALSE, and stops events from
being generated.  When setting “Alarm Inhibit” = FALSE and “Point Data Class” = Class 0, “Point  in
Alarm” property changes according to the point state, but the RTU does not generate an event.

Example 2

A point may have an “Alarm Active State” = 0, into alarm time dead-band = 10 secs, out of alarm dead-
band = 5 secs, Alarm Inhibit = FALSE, Point Data Class = “Class 1 Triggered”.  The “Point in Alarm”
property will be set to TRUE, 10 secs after the point current state becomes 0. A class 1 DNP3 event on
the current point value (0) is generated.  When the point current state becomes 1, the “Point in Alarm”
property will be set to FALSE, 5 secs later.  A class 1 DNP3 event on the current point value (1) is then
generated.  If Alarm Inhibit is set TRUE, the “Point in Alarm” property is FALSE and a DNP3 event will
not be generated for any change.  If Alarm Inhibit is set FALSE and “Point Data Class” is set to Class
0, “Point in Alarm” attribute may be activated (as described above), but no DNP3 event will be
generated.
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4.2 Physical Digital Output Point Processing

Figure 4.2: Physical Digital Output Point Processing

Figure 4.2  shows the data flow in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Physical
Digital Output points.  Time relationships between point states are not indicated in this figure.  Further
information on digital processing is also presented in Section Physical Counter Input Point Processing

.

The notes from Figure 4.1  are applicable, with the exception of “Raw Input State, Invert Point State”
attribute and “De-bounce Time” attribute.

The “Current Point State” property is reflected at the Physical Digital Output point as long as the Remote
Interlock enables control of the physical output.  For more information on Remote Interlock see Section 
Remote Control Interlock . 

The “Point in Alarm” property is derived from the state of the “Current Point State” property and the
values of the following point attributes: 1) Alarm Active State, 2) Alarm Inhibit attribute.

The “Point in Alarm” property is FALSE if the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is TRUE.  A DNP3 event is
generated for the point when the internal alarm state changes, the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE,
and the “Point Data Class” attribute is configured for a Class 1,2, or 3 event.  The point value in the
generated event is the “Current Point State” property. 

The internal “Alarm State” is set to TRUE if the “Current Point State” is the same as the “Alarm Active
State” attribute, subject to time dead-banding.  Otherwise Internal “Alarm State” is FALSE.

I.e.  Point in Alarm = internal Alarm State AND Not Alarm Inhibit

14

21

12

50
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The “Point in Alarm” property is FALSE if the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is TRUE. 
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4.3 Derived Digital Points

Figure 4.3: Derived Digital Point Processing

Figure 4.3  shows the data flow in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Derived
Digital points.  Time relationships between point states are not indicated in this figure. Further
information on digital processing is also presented in Section Physical Counter Input Point Processing

.

The notes from Figure 4.1  are applicable, with the exception of “Raw Input State, Invert Point State”
attribute and “De-bounce Time” attribute.

The “Point in Alarm” property is derived from the state of the “Current Point State” property and the
values of the following point attributes: 1) Alarm Active State, 2) Time Dead-band into alarm, 3) Time
Dead-band out of alarm, 4) Alarm Inhibit attribute

The internal “Alarm State” is set to TRUE if the “Current Point State” is the same as the “Alarm Active
State” subject to time dead-banding.  Otherwise Internal “Alarm State” is FALSE. “Time Dead-band Out
of Alarm” attribute sets a delay before the “Alarm State” becomes FALSE after the alarm is determined
to be inactive

I.e.  Point in Alarm = internal Alarm State AND Not Alarm Inhibit

The “Point in Alarm” property is FALSE if the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is TRUE.  A DNP3 event is
generated for the point when the internal alarm state changes, the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE,
and the “Point Data Class” attribute is configured for a Class 1,2, or 3 event.  The point value in the
generated event is the “Current Point State” property. 

If the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE and the “Point Data Class” attribute is not configured to “Class 0
static” or “Local”, then a DNP Event will be queued with a post-dead-band timestamp. Following this,
the “Point in Alarm” property will be set to the same state as “Alarm State”.

16

21

12
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4.4 Physical Analog Input Point Processing

Analog point processing details are presented in following sections. Figure 4.4  shows the data flow
in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Physical Analog Input points.  Time
relationships between point states are not indicated in this figure.

18
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4.5 Physical Analog Output Point Processing

Analog point processing details are presented in following sections. Figure 4.5  shows the data flow
in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Physical Analog Output points.  Time
relationships between point states are not indicated in this figure.

Figure 4.5: Physical Analog Output Point Processing

19
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4.6 Derived Analog Point Processing

Analog point processing details are presented in following sections. Figure 4.6  shows the data flow
in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Derived Analog points.  Time relationships
between point states are not indicated in this figure.
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4.7 Physical Counter Input Point Processing

Figure 4.7: Physical Counter Input Point Processing

Figure 4.7  shows the data flow in the RTU and which attributes operate on what data, for Physical
Counter Input points.  Time relationships between point states are not indicated in this figure.  Further
information on counter processing is also presented in Section Point Control .

The “High Limit Exceeded” property for the counter point is activated when the counter “Current Integer
Value” is the same as, or exceeds, the value of the “Counter High Limit” attribute.

The counter point may be configured to activate a binary (digital) point when the “High Limit Exceeded”
property is active.  See Section Significant Change Deviation & Binary Property Points (Binary
Property Points) .

A DNP3 Counter Event will be generated when the counter value is the same as, or exceeds, the 
“Counter Change Deviation” attribute, subject to the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute being inactive, and the
“Point Data Class” attribute enabling the point as a “Class 1,2 or 3” event.

The “Invert Point State” and “Debounce Time” attributes for the Counter operation come from the
corresponding Physical Digital Input point attributes.  They are not part of the Counter point attributes.

Normally, a counter point will count “OFF” to “ON” transitions of its physical digital input.  To count “ON”
to “OFF” transitions, set the physical digital input “Invert Point State” attribute on.  See Section Invert
Point State, Alarm Active State, & Alarm Inhibit (Invert Point State) .  To apply software de-
bouncing to a counter input, set its physical digital input “Debounce Time” attribute.  See Section De-
bounce Time .

High-speed hardware counters are disabled if their corresponding physical digital input points have non-
zero “Debounce Time” attributes.

21
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5 Data Manipulation Processes

The following sections describe the technical details of various data manipulation processes that can be
carried out on a point within a RTUs:

Analog Point Scaling

Significant Change Deviation & Binary Points

Digital Dead-Bands

Analog Dead-Bands

Expiration of Dead-Band Timers

Engineering Limits

Rate of Change

Fault Handling

Point Control

23
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47
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5.1 Analog Point Scaling

The SCADAPack E RTU provides presentation of Analog point values in integer and floating point
(Engineering) format.  User configurable scaling is provided independently for each physical analog input
and output point, for each user analog point, and for each configurable system analog point.

The A/D Converter (ADC) hardware range for Physical analog points is typically calibrated in the factory.
SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER RTUs enable the user to individually tailor the electrical range of
physical points for each analog input and analog output channel and perform their own calibration (if they
have suitably accurate calibration and measurement equipment). For additional information see the
relevant RTU Hardware Manual.

For SCADAPack 300E RTUs, the analog input and analog output signal ranges are set through
configuration via module switches, or by software using SCADAPack E Configurator.

Analog Inputs

Analog Outputs

Integer to Engineering Conversion

Over-Range & Under-Range & Zero Threshold

24

26

28

30
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5.1.1 Analog Inputs

SCADAPack 300E RTU & 5000 Series RTU Analog Inputs

SCADAPack 300E RTUs and 5000 Series I/O modules are provided with single range, fixed factory
calibrated Analog Input channels. The analog signal ranges can be set via module switches or through
software configuration using SCADAPack E Configurator.

Fixed CAL_MIN and CAL_MAX values for physical AI channel ranges are fixed. These are:

CAL_MIN = 0 for the minimum analog input signal for the selected range 

CAL_MAX = 32767 for the maximum analog input signal for the selected range

Standard SCADAPack E Analog Input scaling applies to the selected signal range.

SCADAPack ES & SCADAPack ER RTU Analog Inputs

The I/O sub-systems of the SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER RTUs have the ability to calibrate the
raw A/D values from the hardware.  The calibration parameters for each channel are stored in NV
memory on the RTU I/O Board.   The  SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER RTUs provides a serial
ASCII user interface for calibrating RTU analog inputs.

Calibration parameters compensate for differences in the electrical characteristics of hardware analog
input channels. These calibration values, CAL_MIN and CAL_MAX are the raw A/D values that
correspond to the physical input range e.g. 4-20mA or 1-5V, and are presented to the user by the I/O
sub-system calibration interface. 

Data Processor Scaling

The Data Processor scales the “Analog Current Integer Value” property. This scaling maps CAL_MIN to
the “RAW_MIN” attribute of the point configuration, and CAL_MAX to the “RAW_MAX” attribute. 

The values for “RAW_MIN” and “RAW_MAX” are obtained from the point database and can be modified
at run-time by the user. These point attributes are signed 32-bit integer values and hence allow the “
Analog Current Integer Value” property to have a negative value if necessary. The “Analog Current Integer
Value” property is recalculated each time these parameters are changed. 

Example:
The scaling for RAW_MIN = 800 and RAW_MAX = 4000 with typical Raw Count A/D values is shown
diagrammatically in Figure 5.1 .25
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Figure 5.1: Analog Input Scaling (RAW_MIN = 800, RAW_MAX = 4000)

12-bit A/D hardware on the SCADAPack ES, for example, produces raw values in the range 0-4095.
With the mapping described above, the “Analog Current Integer Value” property would then fall in the
range of 15 to 4082.  Values below 800 and over 4000 represent electrical signals outside of normal
operating range.

Engineering Scaling

The “Analog Current Integer Value” property for the analog point is then scaled by “RAW_MIN,
RAW_MAX, ENG_MIN, ENG_MAX” attributes to produce the “Analog Current Engineering Value”
property.  See Section Integer to Engineering Conversion .  The engineering value of the point is
then possibly clamped by the “Zero Threshold Limit” attribute.  See Section Over-range & Under-range
& Zero Threshold (Zero Threshold) .
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5.1.2 Analog Outputs

SCADAPack 300E & 5000 Series Analog Outputs

In the context of the Data Processing description below, SCADAPack 300E and 5000 Series Analog
Outputs Digital / Analog Converter (DAC) are factory calibrated such that CAL_MIN = 0, CAL_MAX =
32760 for the selected analog output signal range (0-20mA or 4-20mA). 

Standard SCADAPack E scaling is applied using the selected analog output signal range using
RAW_MIN, RAW_MAX, ENG_MIN, ENG_MAX point attributes.

SCADAPack ES & SCADAPack ER Analog Outputs

The SCADAPack ES and SCADAPack ER I/O sub-systems have the ability to individually calibrate the
analog values going to the D/A hardware.  The calibration parameters are stored in NV memory in the I/O
Board. The SCADAPack E RTU provides a serial ASCII user interface for calibrating RTU analog outputs.
 For more information see the relevant SCADAPack E Hardware Manual.

Calibration parameters compensate for differences in the electrical characteristics of individual hardware
analog output channels.  These calibration values, CAL_MIN and CAL_MAX are the raw D/A values that
correspond to the physical output ranges, e.g. 4-20mA or 1-5V, and are presented to the user by the I/O
sub-system calibration interface. 

Data Processor Scaling

The Data Processor carries out the necessary scaling to convert the “Analog Current Integer Value”
property to the raw value presented to the D/A hardware. This scaling maps the “RAW_MIN” attribute of
the point configuration to CAL_MIN, and the “RAW_MAX” attribute to CAL_MAX. 

The values for “RAW_MIN” and “RAW_MAX” are obtained from the point database and can be modified
at run-time by the user. These point attributes are signed 32-bit integer values and hence allow the “
Analog Current Integer Value” property to have a negative value, if necessary. The “Analog Current
Integer Value” property is re-calculated each time these parameters are changed.

Example:
SCADAPack ES scaling for RAW_MIN = 0 and RAW_MAX = 10000, with typical Raw Count D/A values
is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.2 .
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Figure 5.2: Example SCADAPack ES Analog Output Scaling (RAW_MIN = 0, RAW_MAX = 10000)

As an example, the SCADAPack ES 12-bit D/A hardware takes raw values in the range 0-4095. The
operating value of the analog output point is derived from the “Analog Current Integer Value” property.
With the mapping described above, the valid range for “Analog Current Integer Value” property would be
0 to 10000 (corresponding to RAW_MIN and RAW_MAX).  Values below outside of this range would be
clamped appropriately, i.e. values below “RAW_MIN” are clamped to “RAW_MIN” representing minimum
operating value.  Values above “RAW_MAX” are clamped to “RAW_MAX”, representing maximum
operating value. As the operating value is clamped to this range, there is no processing of Over Range or
Under Range limits for physical analog output points.

Analog Output scaling operates in a similar way as the scaling for Analog Inputs .

Engineering Scaling

The point’s “Analog Current Engineering Value” property may be controlled as an alternative to
controlling the point’s “Analog Current Integer Value” property.  The point’s “RAW_MIN, RAW_MAX,
ENG_MIN, ENG_MAX” attributes are then used to derive the “Analog Current Integer Value” property.
See Section Integer to Engineering Conversion .
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5.1.3 Integer to Engineering Conversion

Four attributes of an analog point define the conversion between Integer and Engineering (floating point)
value point properties.  The same attributes are also used to convert from Engineering to Integer value
point properties.  It is mandatory for these parameters to be specified in the point configuration.
Modification of these attributes takes effect upon the next database write to either the “Current Integer
Value” or “Current Engineering Value”. The following range checking is performed on these attributes:
RAW_MAX > RAW_MIN,  ENG_MAX > ENG_MIN.  Invalid parameters will result in the analog point not
being configured.

Integer to Engineering value conversions are performed by the following calculation:

C1 =

ENG_MAX – ENG_MIN

RAW_MAX – RAW_MIN

ENG  =  (INT – RAW_MIN) x C1  + ENG_MIN

Where C1 is a constant calculated and stored by the Data Processor at RTU start-up or updated on
configuration change.

Engineering to Integer value conversions are performed by the following calculation:

C2 =

RAW_MAX – RAW_MIN

ENG_MAX – ENG_MIN

INT  =  (ENG – ENG_MIN) x C2  + RAW_MIN

Where C2 is a constant calculated and stored by the Data Processor at RTU start-up or updated on
configuration change. 

For Physical Analog Input and Analog Output channels, “RAW_MIN” to “RAW_MAX” represent the point
database values presented to the user corresponding to CAL_MIN to CAL_MAX sent to the SCADAPack
E hardware.  

NOTES:

In general, where an INTEGER value is used to represent the value of a point, the RTU database point
Integer value is presented.

Where a FLOATING POINT or REAL value is used to represent the value of a point, the RTU database
point Engineering value is presented.
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See Sections Analog Inputs  and Analog Outputs  for more information.  

Further, a corresponding “ENG_MIN” to “ENG_MAX” range follows from the above formulas.
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5.1.4 Over-range & Under-range & Zero Threshold

Over-Range & Under-Range
These two floating point attributes are compared against the point’s Current Engineering Value property.
 

The under and over range limit processing depends on the state of the Alarm Limit Processing Mode
system point, i.e. binary 50307. 

If Binary point 50307 is OFF, then the processing is characterized as follows

If the current value “is equal to” or exceeds the Over-range limit value, the Over-Range property is
set to TRUE.  If the current value “is equal to” or below the Under-range limit value, the Under-Range
property is set to TRUE.  

If Binary point 50307 is ON, then the limit processing is characterized as follows

The current value needs to exceed the Over-range limit value in order to set the Over-Range property
to TRUE.  The current value needs to be below the Under-range limit value in order to set the Under-
Range property to TRUE.  

Default value of Over-range attribute is +3.40282e+038 (FLOAT_MAX).  
Default value of Under-range attribute is -3.40282e+038 (-FLOAT_MAX).

“Over-range” and “Under-range” indication can be provided for analog input channels at any engineering
limit value, including at, or close to, the corresponding “RAW_MIN” and “RAW_MAX” values, or at other
values more relevant to instrumentation connected to physical analog input.

For example, a physical analog input channel is calibrated for 4-20mA input.  The following parameters
can apply for under-current and over-current indication:

CAL_MIN set at 4mA, CAL_MAX set at 20mA

RAW_MIN = 0 (0% of 4-20mA scale), RAW_MAX = 10000 (100.00% of 4-20mA scale)

ENG_MIN = -1.5 (e.g. meters level), ENG_MAX = 3.5

UNDER_RANGE = -1.6565 (~3.5mA), OVER_RANGE = 3.6565 (~20.5mA)

The criterion for clearing the over range and under range properties of a point, takes account of clear time
dead-banding only. The clear time deadband applied to the over range and under range limits is 1/10th of
the configuration point’s “Alarm Clear Time dead-band” attribute value. The expiration of an “alarm clear
time” deadband for either the over range or under range limit, results in the resynchronization of alarms
limits irrespective of time and value deadbands. See Sections Analog Dead-Bands  and Expiration
of Dead-Band Timers  for more information on time deadbands.

Zero Threshold
This attribute is used to clamp the “Analog Current Engineering Value”.  If the engineering value is below
the “Zero Threshold Limit” attribute, the “Analog Current Engineering Value” is set to 0.0.  This attribute
is applicable to analog point types except Physical Analog Output points. The default for this attribute is
-3.40282e+038 (-FLOAT_MAX = no zero threshold).

Where the engineering value is clamped, the analog integer value is calculated to the value equivalent to
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an engineering value of 0.0 (according to the point scaling).
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5.2 Analog Event Deviation Type

Analog Event Deviation Type
The purpose of the Event Deviation Type and Event Deviation point attributes is to detect "significant"
changes in an analog point’s current value.   A significant change exceeding the deviation value specified
causes a DNP3 event to be generated, subject to the alarm inhibit attribute being FALSE, and the point
being configured in a DNP3 event class.

The interpretation of the Event Deviation value depends upon the selection of the Event Deviation Type
field.

The Event Deviation Type attribute allows the value dead-band algorithm to be configured on a per-point
basis.  It was introduced with firmware versions 7.82. This attribute is applicable to analog point types.

The Event Deviation Type attribute has the following possible selections:

Percentage of Span
Absolute
Integration
None

5.2.1 Percentage of Span

Method: Percentage of Span

This method allows for the deviation to be specified as a percentage of the point range. The configuration
of the Event Deviation Type will default to this setting. A Significant Change Deviation set at 100% in an
RTU configuration will be equivalent to setting the Event Deviation Type to None.

If the DNP3 Static Object Type attribute of the point is set to a floating point (AI group 30 variation 5 or
AO group 40 variation 3) then the Significant Change Deviation value will be interpreted as a % of the
analog point’s full scale range defined between Eng-Min and Eng-Max limits.  Otherwise, the percentage
span deviation will apply to the Integer range of the point, defined between Raw-Min and Raw-Max limits.

The deviation is presently calculated whenever a new point update arrives at the data processor task. A
point update could be from a local I/O point or from a remote device (e.g. IED) – the data processor task
does not distinguish between these for this deviation method.

The following pseudo-code shows the algorithm the I/O processor uses when a point update arrives:

IF (configuredDeviation != 100)
  percentChange = 0.0

  IF (staticObjectType == FLOAT)
    percentChange = fabs (currentEngValue - previousEngValue) /
                              (engMax – engMin) * 100.0
  ELSE
    percentChange = fabs (currentRawValue – previousRawValue) /
                              (rawMax – rawMin) * 100.0
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  END IF

  IF ((percentChange >= configuredChange) && (percentChange > 0.0))

    Generate an event

    IF (staticObjectType == FLOAT)
      previousEngValue = currentEngValue
    ELSE
      previousRawValue = currentRawValue
    END IF
  END IF
END IF

The following graph  illustrates DNP3 event generation with various input values vs. time when the
Percentage of Span deviation type is selected and the Event Deviation value is set to 30%.
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5.2.2 Absolute

Method: Absolute Deviation

This method allows for a fixed value deviation.  If the DNP3 Static Object Type attribute of the point is
set to a floating point (AI group 30 variation 5 or AO group 40 variation 3) then the absolute value
deviation will apply to the Engineering value of the point. Otherwise, the absolute value deviation will
apply to the Raw value of the point.

The deviation is calculated whenever a new point update arrives at the data processor task. A point
update could be from a local I/O point or from a remote device (e.g. IED) – the data processor does not
distinguish between these for this deviation method.

The following pseudo-code shows the algorithm the I/O processor will use when a point update arrives.
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absoluteChange = 0.0

IF (staticObjectType == FLOAT)
  absoluteChange = fabs (currentEngValue - previousEngValue)
ELSE
  absoluteChange = fabs (currentRawValue – previousRawValue)
END IF

IF ((absoluteChange >= configuredChange) && (absoluteChange > 0.0))

  Generate an event

  IF (staticObjectType == FLOAT)
    previousEngValue = currentEngValue
  ELSE
    previousRawValue = currentRawValue
  END IF
END IF

The following graph  illustrates DNP3 event generation with various input values vs. time when the
Absolute deviation type is selected and the Event Deviation value is set to 20.
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5.2.3 Integration

Method: Integration

When the deviation type is Integration, the analog point deviation is calculated as a sum of “value
change and time products” since the last value reported as an event. A small point change over a long
time period can contribute to the deviation as well as a large point change over a short time period.
 
If the DNP3 Static Object Type attribute of the point is set to a floating point (AI group 30 variation 5 or
AO group 40 variation 3) then the integration deviation will apply to the Engineering value of the point.
Otherwise, the integration deviation will apply to the Raw value of the point.
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When selected, the integration deviation is calculated whenever a new point update arrives at the data
processor task, or on a timed basis. A point update could be from a local I/O point, derived point or from
a remote device (e.g. IED).

The philosophy of the integration using point updates is shown in the graph  below. In this example
the deviation setting is 700 unit-seconds. Point updates (e.g. local analog value changes) are shown as
dots in the graph . The absolute value of change and time products since the last protocol reported
value are added (the green rectangles), and when their sum exceeds a deviation threshold (in this case
700 unit-seconds) they cause a new protocol value report, shown as a star in the figure below (i.e. an
event is generated). 

Both positive and negative differences between point update values contribute to the sum as can be seen
in the graph  where the point changes from 35 to 25 (-200 Unit-Seconds delta) and then to 55 (varying
20 counts from last reported event over 30 secs, for a +600 Unit-Seconds delta). The sum of the
absolute value of the delta areas is 800 causing an event to be generated.
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The algorithm employs a “step first” calculation for each point update, in that it evaluates a delta area to
add to the integral (sum) for each change, based on the time from the previous update and the value
change from the last reported event value toward the  point update (see the graph  above). The
following pseudo-code shows the algorithm the data processor task uses when a point update arrives:

Delta = (current update value – last reported event value) *
        (current update time – previous update time)

Integral = Integral + ABS(Delta)

previous update time = current update time

IF (Integral > Deviation) THEN
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  Report the current update value as an event
  last reported event value = current update value
  Integral = 0
END IF

Estimated Integration Deviation

If no point updates are received for a long period of time, the RTU will calculate the integration value
based on the last received point value. In the graph  (for a deviation setting of 600 unit-seconds), the
RTU will generate a deviation event at time 130 seconds because the estimated integration deviation is
accumulating at 5 counts change from the last event report.

The estimation method applies to points that can reflect an update expeditiously, but whose value is
actually not changing. I.e. this method will be used for non data concentrator Analog points (local I/O,
remote I/O, derived points).  It will not be used for data concentrator points, as updates from these
points may be processed very infrequently (e.g. due to infrequent polling. Using the estimation method in
this case could result in out-of-order event data).

A typical example may be a derived point that undergoes a small step change, then stays at that value
for an extended period. The estimation method is necessary in this case so that the integral can update
while the point remains at a constant difference from the last reported event value.
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If a new point update is received where its current timestamp is before the previous point update
timestamp, then the new point update will be ignored and not used in calculating the integral.

If a point update is received where the timestamp is greater than 90 minutes in advance of the clock on
the RTU, then the point update will be discarded and not used in calculating the integral. This time is
chosen to be in excess of one hour in case there are daylight saving changes to local clocks, for
example. (It is recommended that UTC time be used throughout a system).

5.2.4 None

Method: None

When this method is selected, the point is stopped from generating events as a result of a value change.
 This method is also inferred by setting the Percentage of Span to be 100.
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5.3 Binary Property Points

Binary Property Points
Selected point properties may be mapped to the RTU binary (digital) points.  This facility is provided
where point properties are not mapped appropriately to DNP3 status flags.  If a point is configured with a
“binary property point”, an active point property results in the corresponding binary point state being
activated.  If the property is inactive, the corresponding binary point state is de-activated.

As this facility causes database points to interact, the Data Processor checks the point database,
during re-configuration and start-up, for uniqueness in the configuration of properties using binary points.
I.e. a binary point may only be mapped to a single property as a “binary property point”.  The second and
successive duplicates are not configured, an RTU system error is generated (1010), and an entry placed
in the RTU’s configuration log file (CONFIG.LOG).

Binary property points may only be Derived Digital points.

The following point properties can be mapped to RTU binary points:

ANALOG Point: Rate Of Rise Property  Binary point state

Rate Of Fall Property  Binary point state

No Change Property  Binary point state

COUNTER Point: High Limit Exceeded  Binary point state
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5.4 Digital Dead-Bands

The processing of dead-bands for digital points is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.3 . The first
test is to determine whether or not there is a pending alarm active on the specific point, and if so,
determine whether or not the pending alarm is to set or clear an alarm (i.e. determine the dead-band
type). 

Based on a comparison of the dead-band type, the point’s “Current State” and the point’s “Alarm active
state” attribute, the pending alarm is modified, ignored (left as-is) or deleted appropriately. If there is no
pending alarm active on the point, the Data Processor checks whether or not the point has any time
dead-band attributes, and if so, a pending alarm timer is started. 

If there are no time dead-band attributes, a comparison of the point’s “Current State” and “Point in
Alarm” properties, and the point’s “Alarm active state” attribute is made in determining whether the point
is to go into, or out-of an alarm condition.

Figure 5.3: Digital Deadband Processing
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5.5 Analog Dead-Bands

The processing of dead-bands for analog points is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.4 . The
discussion for the digital points was “Point in Alarm” property centric. An analog equivalent exists as
similar processing is carried out for an analog point, whereby the current float value is tested against
engineering limits. There are 8 separate engineering limits for an analog point and each one is
considered separately. An extra consideration for analog points is the “Alarm Clear Value dead-band”
attribute that is further discussed in this section.

For an analog point, the alarm status for the point is checked, i.e. an indication of which engineering
limits have pending alarms active. Once this has been determined, the operation is similar to digital
points, as discussed in Section Digital Dead-Bands .  The point attribute “Alarm Clear Value dead-
band” is also part of the alarm processing as both the “Alarm Clear Time dead-band” and the “Alarm
Clear Value dead-band” need to be considered before clearing an alarm condition. The following
discussion refers to the processing for a single engineering limit and is repeated for each of the 8
engineering limits.

If there is a pending alarm active for the engineering limit on the given point, it is necessary to determine
whether or not the pending alarm is to set or clear an alarm (i.e. determine the dead-band type). Based
on a comparison of the dead-band type, the point’s “Current Engineering value” and the point’s “E
ngineering alarm limit” attribute, the pending alarm is either modified, ignored (left as-is) or deleted
appropriately. 

If there is no pending alarm active, the Data Processor checks whether or not the point has any time
dead-band attributes and if so, a pending alarm is started. If there are no time dead-band attributes and
the point is moving into an alarm condition, a comparison of the point’s “Current Engineering value” and
the appropriate “Engineering alarm limit” attribute, is made in determining whether the appropriate limit
transgressed property is to go into an alarm condition. If the point is moving out of an alarm condition,
the Data Processor checks to see if there is an alarm clear dead-band and if so, a pending alarm is
started. If there is no alarm clear dead-band, the current engineering value is tested. If the current value
is within an amount specified by the value dead-band from the engineering limit (in the direction of out-of
alarm), the appropriate alarm limit transgressed property is not cleared.  If the current value is beyond
the range of the value dead-band from the engineering limit, the appropriate alarm limit transgressed
property is cleared.

Note that the “Over Range” and “Under Range” limits are only subject to a reduced “Alarm Clear Time
Dead-band”. See Section Over-range & Under-range  for more information.
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5.6 Expiration of Dead-Band Timers

Dead-band timers expire after a period as determined by the point configuration (i.e. the “Alarm Time
dead-band” and the “Alarm Clear Time dead-band” where appropriate). The expiration processing for
digital points is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.5 , and the expiration processing for analog
points is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5.6 . The necessary action for both primary point types is
similar. The distinguishing feature is the value dead-band for analog points. In both cases the timer is
stopped. For digital points, the pending alarm is stopped and removed and the “Point in Alarm” property
is modified appropriately.  For analog points, the alarm clear time dead-band may have expired, but there
may be a value dead-band that prohibits the clearing of the appropriate limit transgressed property.  In
this case, the timer is stopped, but the pending alarm information persists internally in the Data
Processor, with the dead-band type modified to indicate that the pending alarm is now active due to a
value dead-band.

Firmware versions 7.73 (and later) use the Time Dead-band Active boolean point property to indicate if
any dead-band timer is currently running on the point. The value of this property is available to the user
ISaGRAF application by using the point field function block (RDFLD_I).
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5.7 Engineering Limits

There are a total of 8 engineering limit attributes for an analog point.  Configuration of these limits in the
analog point configuration is optional.  Engineering limit attributes are floating point values, and are
compared with the Analog point’s “Current Engineering Value” property.

The 8 alarm limits are divided into two sets of 4 (i.e. 4 low alarm limits and 4 high alarm limits). They are
named 4L, 3L, 2L, 1L, 1H, 2H, 3H, 4H. There is no restriction on which alarm limits can be used,
however they must be configured such that the values of the limits are as follows: 4L <= 3L <= 2L <= 1L
<= 1H <= 2H <= 3H <= 4H

These attributes may be specified in the point configuration file, or may be changed at run-time from the
Profiler, ISaGRAF user application, the SCADAPack E Configurator, or from the Master station using
Record Exchange (for more information see the SCADAPack E Configuration Technical Reference
manual).

Each of the 8 engineering limits has a “Limit Event Enable” attribute. The state of the “Limit
Transgressed” property is assigned irrespective of the state of the “Limit Event Enable” attribute. The “
Limit Event Enable” attribute however need to be ON, in order to enable DNP3 change-of-value event
generation on the point, as a result of the relevant limit being transgressed (subject to other DNP3
configurations for the point).

The criteria for operation of the engineering limits, takes account of value and time dead-banding for each
limit.  The fundamental processing of the engineering limits is dependent on the state of the Alarm
Limit Processing Mode system point, i.e. binary 50307. 

Binary System Point

DNP Point Description Comment

50307 Alarm Limit Processing
Mode

OFF = “Limit Transgress” mode (default)

ON =  “At Limit” mode

If Binary point 50307 is OFF (i.e. Limit Transgress mode), then the alarm limit processing is
characterized as follows

the current engineering value must transgress (i.e. go beyond) the limit in order to activate the
corresponding “limit transgressed” property

If Binary point 50307 is ON (i.e. At Limit mode), then the limit processing is characterized as follows

the current engineering value must transgress (i.e. go beyond), or be equal to the limit in order to
activate the corresponding “limit transgressed” property

See Section Analog Dead-Bands  and Expiration of Dead-band Timers  for more detailed
information on the operation of engineering limits with respect to the impact of deadbands.
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5.8 Rate of Change

The rate of change period attribute of the point configuration is divided into a number of sample periods,
each of length s, as shown in Figure 5.7 .

Figure 5.7: Rate of Change Period

The ROC period, length s and a “rate of change clear time deadband value” c, are used in the Rate Of
Change algorithm. 

The SCADAPack E RTU’s point ‘Rate of Rise’ property, ‘Rate of Fall’ property and ‘No Change’
property use the Rate of Change algorithm as described in this section.  Each of these properties are
independently derived according to the point attributes and system points associated with each property.

44
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5.8.1 ROC Algorithm

Initialization
The threshold rate of change is calculated at RTU startup, and after a Record Exchange configuration
and after a point creation when appropriate.

rref = ROC value / ROC period * s

where ‘ROC value’ and ‘ROC period’ are attributes of the analog point

After the time s has expired, the rate of change r, over the time s is calculated.

 - If r >= rref   then start alarm set timer with time ROC period (if not already started)

 - If r < rref  then start alarm clear timer with time c (if not already started) 

Expiration of Alarm Set Timer
The expiration of the alarm set timer indicates that the appropriate ROC alarm is to be generated, i.e.
the point property for the type of rate of change alarm is to be set (either ‘Rate of Rise’, ‘Rate of Fall’, or
‘No Change’). The alarm set timer is disabled and the alarm can only be cleared by the alarm clear
timer.

Expiration of Alarm Clear Timer
The expiration of the alarm clear timer will disable the alarm set timer (if active) and clear the appropriate
ROC alarm. The alarm clear timer is disabled. 
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5.8.2 ROC Parameter Values

The Rate Of Change operation on analog points uses the following parameters:

ROC value - analog point attribute, e.g. rate of rise value (floating point value)

ROC period - analog point attribute, e.g. Rate of change period (seconds)

s - sample period (% of ROC period), default value =  2%

c - clear time dead-band (% of ROC period), default value =  5%

Parameters s and c are not attributes of the analog point. These values can be modified using the
following system points. The default values are noted above.  Individual s & c parameters are provided for
rate of rise, rate of fall and no change, but these parameters are applied system wide in the
SCADAPack E.

Table 5.1: Rate of Change System Point Parameters

System
Analog
Point

Description Usage

(32-bit Float Format)

53450 Rate of Rise sample period Percentage of point’s Rate of Change period

53451 Rate of Rise clear time dead-band Percentage of point’s Rate of Change period

53452 Rate of Fall sample period Percentage of point’s Rate of Change period

53453 Rate of Fall clear time dead-band Percentage of point’s Rate of Change period

53454 No Change sample period Percentage of point’s No Change period

53455 No Change clear time dead-band Percentage of point’s No Change period

In summary, the Rate of Change algorithms use the following parameters:

ATTRIBUTES SYSTEM POINTS

Rate of Rise: RoR Value RoC Period RoR Sample Period RoR Clear Time Dead-band

Rate of Fall: RoF Value RoC Period RoF Sample Period RoF Clear Time Dead-band

No Change: NoC Value NoC Period NoC Sample Period NoC Clear Time Dead-band
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5.9 Fault Handling

Faults that are detected within the SCADAPack E RTU Local I/O sub-system and Remote I/O services
impact system points and point properties within the Main RTU’s point database. 

Fault Indication System Points

Fault Indication Point Properties

5.9.1 Fault Indication System Points

The SCADAPack E “IO Module Failure” system points are activated when a Main RTU unit detects
loss of communication or loss of operation for Local I/O and Remote I/O.  The appropriate system point
on a Main RTU unit is activated when one of the following occurs:

Local IO Module Failure: No operation with I/O Board from Processor Board on a Main RTU

SCADAPack ES Remote I/O
Module Failure:

No Remote I/P communication link between Main RTU and Remote I/O
unit, or No operation with I/O Board from Processor Board on a Remote I/
O unit

For further details on these system points, see SCADAPack E Operational Reference manual.

Under each of these conditions, where the I/O Board is operational, the following overrides are enforced
for physical I/O points on the affected I/O Board:

Physical Digital Outputs are RESET (i.e. Relays de-energized)

Physical Analog Output points are FROZEN (i.e. remain at previous output level)

For consistency, these conditions are reflected in the Main RTU point database in the Current State/
Value properties of the point:

Physical Digital Output points “Current State” is set OFF

Physical Analog Output points “Current Integer Value” and “Current Engineering Value” fields remain
at their previous values

47
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5.9.2 Fault Indication Point Properties

The following point properties may be modified upon detection of I/O fault conditions:

I/O Not Responding

Point Failed

A/D Reference Check

The following fault scenarios produce the following results:

Fault Scenario Point Properties
Activated

Comment

MAIN RTU LOCAL I/O

BOARD Fault

I/O Not Responding

Point Failed

(+Local IO Module Failed Sys
Pt)

Physical I/O points for Local I/O Board are
affected

SCADAPack ES REMOTE I/O
UNIT

BOARD Fault

I/O Not Responding

Point Failed

(+Remote IO Module Failed Sys
Pt)

Physical I/O points for SCADAPack
ESRemote I/O Board are affected

SCADAPack ES REMOTE I/O
UNIT 

COMMUNICATIONS Fault

I/O Not Responding

Point Failed

(+Remote IO Module Failed Sys
Pt)

Physical I/O points for Remote I/O Board are
affected

RELAY Fault I/O Not Responding

Point Failed

Individual physical digital output point only
affected

A/D Accuracy or Conversion
Fault

A/D Reference Check

Point Failed

Physical analog input points on the same A/
D converter device are affected

User sets “POINT IS BAD”
field

Point Failed Individual point only affected

Analog Output Open Circuit
detected

I/O Not Responding

Point Failed

Individual physical analog output point only
affected
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5.10 Point Control

Point controls for operating digital points (physical output or derived points), or setting analog point
values (physical output or derived points) require no special data manipulation except where pulse
control, or remote control interlock actions are required.  See the following sections:

Pulse Control

Invert Point State, Alarm Active State, & Alarm Inhibit

De-bounce Time

Start-Up Counter Initialization, Trend Inhibit, & Profiler ID
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5.10.1 Pulse Control & Remote Control Interlock

Pulse Control
A request to pulse a point may be received from either a user ISaGRAF application, or via DNP3
protocol. 

RTU Pulse function blocks are provided to allow ISaGRAF to trigger pulses. For more information see
the SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function Block Reference manual, and the SCADAPack E Target 5
Function Block Reference manual.  

A DNP3 protocol request for object group 12 variation 1 issuing a pulse operation on a point (as opposed
to latch / unlatch operations) requires data processing in order to pulse the digital point. The
SCADAPack E RTU supports multiple pulse operations.  For more information see the SCADAPack E
DNP3 Technical Reference manual and the SCADAPack E Configuration Technical Reference manual.

While a pulse operation is in progress, further pulse requests are rejected and a bad status code is
returned to the requester.

Remote Control Interlock
User points and Physical Output points may have a “Remote Control Interlock” point associated with
them.  Interlock points may be physical digital input points or derived digital user points only.  Physical
digital output points are not permitted as Interlock points.

At RTU start-up and during re-configuration, the Data Processor iterates through the point database to
determine the point interlock information.

The run-time processing of interlock control requires that the Data Processor to have prior knowledge of
output points that have a valid “Remote Control Interlock  Point” attribute. For more information on
operation of Remote Interlock points see the SCADAPack E Configuration Technical Reference manual.
 

The run-time processing of interlocks arbitrates between ISaGRAF and DNP3 protocol for the control of
output points.

It is possible for multiple points to have a common interlock point.

Each active “Remote Control Interlock  Point” has an associated “Interlock Timer”.

Consider the scenario where an output point is attached to an ISaGRAF user application’s Output
Board. This output point has been configured with a valid interlock point. While the interlock point is
inactive, ISaGRAF has complete control of the point and any requests from DNP to control the point
would be rejected. In order to allow DNP to control this output point, the interlock point needs to be
activated by DNP. Once the interlock point is active, any changes made by ISaGRAF are ignored and
changes made via DNP3 protocol are accepted. DNP3 events may be generated on the interlock point
(described in the following paragraph). Deactivating the interlock point causes control to revert back to
ISaGRAF. There is a reset time of approximately two seconds, after the deactivation of the interlock
point, during which any changes made by ISaGRAF are ignored.  This allow that ISaGRAF kernel scans
have executed and had time to refresh their inputs at the beginning of each target cycle. 

Assuming an interlock point is configured appropriately to generate DNP3 events, the activation of an
interlock point may initiate a sequence of DNP3 events while the interlock is active. An interlock is active
when the “Current State” is TRUE.  A single event is generated when the interlock point becomes active.
The activation of the interlock point starts a timer for each output point that has that interlock point
associated with it. Each of these timers are configured to expire at a time that corresponds to the “
Remote Control Interlock  Alarm Timeout” attribute for the output point. (if this timeout value is zero,
these  events are disabled). On the expiration of the timer, a DNP3 event is generated on the interlock
point. The timer itself is reconfigured with a new timeout of 10 minutes and is restarted. Providing the
interlock remains active, a DNP3 event will be generated on the interlock point every 10 minutes
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thereafter. 
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5.10.2 Invert Point State, Alarm Active State, & Alarm Inhibit

Invert Point State
This attribute is applicable to Physical Digital Input points only and is handled by the SCADAPack E
RTU’s I/O sub-system. Main RTU and SCADAPack ES Remote I/O systems use this attribute.

For SCADAPack 300E and SCADAPack 5000 Series I/O the Invert Point State feature is not supported

If “Invert Point State” attribute is FALSE, the “Current Point State” property is the same as the “Raw
Input State” on the physical digital input, as long as the Raw Input State remains the same for the de-
bounce time. If “Invert Point State” attribute is TRUE, the “Current Point State” property is the inverse of
the “Raw Input State”. 

Alarm Active State
This attribute is applicable to Physical Digital Input points and Derived Digital Input points only. 

The “Alarm Active State” attribute sets which of the “Current Point State” property states is the alarm
condition.  The alarm condition on a point is subject to time dead-banding prior to activation of the “Point
in Alarm” property and generation of the DNP3 event.  For more information see Sections Physical
Digital Input Point Processing  and Physical Digital Output Point Processing .

Alarm Inhibit
The “Alarm Inhibit” attribute affects the “Point in Alarm” property. The “Point in Alarm” property is
deactivated, if the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is TRUE.  A DNP3 event is generated for the point when the
internal alarm state changes; that is, the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE, and the “Point Data Class”
attribute is configured for a Class 1,2, or 3 event.  The point value in the generated event is the “Current
Point State” property. 

If the “Alarm Inhibit” attribute is FALSE and the “Point Data Class” attribute is not configured to “Class 0
static” or “Local”, then a DNP Event will be queued with a post-dead-band timestamp (this does not
apply to physical digital output points).  Following this event, the “Point in Alarm” property will be
updated.

This attribute is not used for physical analog output points.

12 14
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5.10.3 De-bounce Time

This attribute is applicable to Physical Digital Input points and also used by Physical Counter Points. 
Actions arising from this point attribute are handled by the I/O sub-system.  Main RTU and SCADAPack
ES Remote I/O systems use this attribute.

For SCADAPack 300E and SCADAPack 5000 Series I/O the Invert Point State feature is not supported

This attribute specifies the time, in milliseconds, for which an input point needs to remain in the same
state before it is validated as having settled in that state.  State transitions on the point, back to the
original state, during the de-bounce time period, will not be indicated as a valid point transition.  Multiple
state transitions on the point restart the I/O sub-system de-bounce timer.

Where a physical digital input point state change persists for longer than the de-bounce time period, a
state transition is validated and the state change is time-stamped at the start of the de-bounce period,
as illustrated in the figure below.

Figure 5.8: De-bounce Time-stamping

Where a physical digital input point is used as a Counter, a counter point needs to be added to the
point database.  In this case, counter transitions are de-bounced according to the “Debounce Time”
attribute for the corresponding physical digital input point.  Where a hardware counter is present on
the physical digital input, a “zero” de-bounce time will cause the Counter point to use the hardware
counter with no de-bouncing.  Where a hardware counter input has a “non-zero” de-bounce time, the
Counter point will not use the hardware counter, rather it will apply the de-bounce timer and count as for
standard physical digital input channels.  For more information on counter inputs see the relevant 
SCADAPack E Smart RTU Hardware Manual.
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5.10.4 Start-Up Counter Initialization, Trend Inhibit, & Profiler ID

Start-Up Counter Initialization
RTU Counter points can be set to retain or Initialize their values at system start-up.  When the “Initialize
On Startup” point attribute is set to NO (off), the counter retains its value.  When the attribute is set to
YES (on), the counter value is initialized when the RTU starts (i.e. upon Power-up or after RTU restart of
Main RTU unit).  Default attribute value is NO, so counters retain their value at start-up.

Trend Inhibit
Activation of this attribute on a point stops the Trend Sampler from storing sample values for the point,
even if trends have been configured for this point.  This attribute may be controlled in real time from an
ISaGRAF user application, via SCADAPack E Configurator, or from a Master station using Record
Exchange.  For more information on Trend Sampler operation see the SCADAPack E Trend Sampler
Technical Reference manual.

Profiler ID
Setting this attribute on a point permits the SCADAPack E RTU Profiler to activate time scheduled
changes to attributes on this point.  The Profiler may modify various point attributes and/or current
values.  A value of “0” disables Profiler activity on the point (default).  For more information see the 
SCADAPack E Profiler Technical Reference manual.
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6 Point Fields

Point Quality Properties

Point Field Authorization

Data Processing Point Fields
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6.1 Point Quality Properties

Point Quality is presented for each RTU point in two ways.

Point quality flags

Aggregated point quality value

Point Quality Flags

Point Property & Quality Flag Usage

57
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6.1.1 Point Quality Flags

Point Quality Flags
Point quality flags are properties that may be individually accessed for each point.  The following
methods are provided in the SCADAPack E RTU to access the point quality flags:

ISaGRAF function blocks

SCADAPack E Configurator

DNP3 Status Flags

Master station via Record Exchange

See the relevant SCADAPack E Reference manuals for more information.

The Point Property & Quality Flag Usage Table  details the usage of point properties and quality
flags.

Aggregated Point Quality
The following point quality flags are aggregated into a point quality mask by summing the following
values.  This results in the “POINT QUALITY” property of a point.  

The Point Property & Quality Flag Usage Table  details the usage of point quality flags.  A value is
shown in the “Quality Value (Hex)” column where an individual quality flag is aggregated into the “POINT
QUALITY” property.  The value shown is in Hexadecimal format and is additive so that multiple
simultaneous quality flags can be uniquely represented.

Quality Flag using in Aggregated Quality Point Quality Value

I/O Not Responding 0x01

Point is Bad 0x02

A/D Reference Check 0x04

Under-Range 0x08

Over-Range 0x10

Exceeded RoR 0x20

Exceeded RoF 0x40

No Change 0x80

The aggregated point quality may be access through the following methods:

ISaGRAF function block

SCADAPack E Configurator

via Record Exchange using DNP3 protocol

See the relevant SCADAPack E Reference manuals for more information.
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6.1.2 Point Property & Quality Flag Usage

The following table indicates point properties that are associated with the SCADAPack E RTU point
types, and point properties that are aggregated into the “POINT QUALITY” property. See the previous
section.

Table 6.1:  Point Quality Flag Usage

Point Property Quality

Value

(Hex)

Physical

Binary

Input

Physical

Binary

Output

Derive

d

Binary

Physical

Analog

Input

Physical

Analog

Output

Derived

Analog

Physical

Counter

Point Is Failed

I/O Not Responding 0x01 * *

Point is Bad 0x02

ISaGRAF Controlled

Remote Control Interlock

Active

Point in Alarm

A/D Reference Check 0x04 *

Under-Range 0x08

Over-Range 0x10

Exceeded RoR 0x20

Exceeded RoF 0x40

No Change 0x80

Eng. Limit Exceeded (8)

High Counter Limit

Exceeded

*The indicated properties may represent the point quality for a point on a remote device. This is when the
derived point has been mapped to points on another peer device.

Point is Failed property is set on a point when one or more of the following properties are active on the
point: I/O Not Responding, Point is Bad, A/D Reference Check .

I/O Not Responding & A/D Reference Check properties are described in Section Fault Indication
Point Properties .

Point is Bad field is described in Section Fault Indication Point Properties  and Data Processing
Point Fields

ISaGRAF Controlled property is set when the point is under active control of an ISaGRAF application
Output Board.  If a “Remote Control Interlock Point” is configured on the point, then the interlock point
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needs to be inactive for this property to be set.  For more information see SCADAPack E Operational
Reference manual.

Remote Control Interlock Active property is set when the point is under remote control due to a
configured Remote Control Interlock point being active.  For more information see SCADAPack E
Configuration Technical Reference manual.

Point in Alarm property is set when the alarm criteria are met for a digital point.  For more information
see point-processing descriptions for each point type in Section Point Processing ..

Under-Range & Over-Range properties are described in Section Over-range & Under-range .

Exceeded RoR, Exceeded RoF & No Change properties are described in Section Rate of Change
.

Eng. Limit Exceeded properties are described in Sections Analog Dead-Bands  and Engineering
Limits .

High Counter Limit Exceeded property is described in Section Physical Counter Input Point
Processing .
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6.2 Point Field Authorization

The following table identifies the various RTU services and indicates which are authorized to modify
various point attributes and properties:

Table 6.2: Point Field Authorization

Point Field ISaGRAF
Profile

r

Local I/

O

SCADAPac

k E

Configurat

or

ES

Remot

e 

I/O

Internal

Data

Processin

g

Data

Processi

ng

Timeout

System 

Diagnosti

cs

  POINT_DATA_CLASS

  DNP_STATIC_OBJECT_TYPE

  REMOTE_CONTROL_INTERLOCK_

POINT

  INTERLOCK_ALARM_TIMEOUT

  POINT_IS_BAD*

  ALARM_INHIBIT

  TREND_INHIBIT

  PROFILE_ID

  ALARM_TIME_DEADBAND

  INVERT_POINT_STATE

  ALARM_ACTIVE_STATE

  POINT_PRIORITY

  ALARM_CLEAR_TIME_DEADBAN

D

  OUTPUT_PULSE_TIME

  DEBOUNCE_TIME

  RATE_OF_RISE_POINT_NUMBER

  RATE_OF_FALL_POINT_NUMBER

  NO_CHANGE_POINT_NUMBER

  COUNTER_EXCEEDED_POINT_NU

MBER

  ENG_LIMIT_4L

  ENG_LIMIT_3L

  ENG_LIMIT_2L

  ENG_LIMIT_1L

  ENG_LIMIT_1H

  ENG_LIMIT_2H

  ENG_LIMIT_3H

  ENG_LIMIT_4H

  RAW_MIN

  RAW_MAX

  ENG_MIN
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Point Field ISaGRAF
Profile

r

Local I/

O

SCADAPac

k E

Configurat

or

ES

Remot

e 

I/O

Internal

Data

Processin

g

Data

Processi

ng

Timeout

System 

Diagnosti

cs

  ENG_MAX

  OVER_RANGE_LIMIT

  UNDER_RANGE_LIMIT

  RATE_OF_RISE

  RATE_OF_FALL

  NO_CHANGE

  RATE_OF_CHANGE_PERIOD

  NO_CHANGE_TIME

  ALARM_CLEAR_VALUE_DEADB

AND

  ZERO_THRESHOLD_LIMIT

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_4L

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_3L

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_2L

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_1L

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_1H

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_2H

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_3H

  LIMIT_EVENT_ENABLE_4H

  EVENT_DEVIATION

 COUNTER_HIGH_LIMIT

 COUNTER_CHANGE_DEVIATION

 COUNTER_INITIALISE_VALUE

 IO_NOT_RESPONDING

 CURRENT_STATE

 CURRENT_INTEGER_VALUE

 CURRENT_ENG_VALUE

 AD_REFERENCE_CHECK

 POINT_FAILED

 ISAGRAF_CONTROLLED

 REMOTE_CONTROL_INTERLOCK_

ACTIVE

 POINT_IN_ALARM

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_4L

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_3L

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_2L

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_1L

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_1H
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Point Field ISaGRAF
Profile

r

Local I/

O

SCADAPac

k E

Configurat

or

ES

Remot

e 

I/O

Internal

Data

Processin

g

Data

Processi

ng

Timeout

System 

Diagnosti

cs

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_2H

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_3H

 LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_4H

 RATE_OF_RISE_EXCEEDED

 RATE_OF_FALL_EXCEEDED

 NO_CHANGE_DETECTED

 OVER_RANGE

 UNDER_RANGE

 HIGH_COUNTER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED

The sources identified in the above table are as follows:

ISaGRAF - ISaGRAF target kernels, including execution of user application
Profiler - Time scheduling Profiler
Local I/O - I/O sub-system on RTU including Local RTU I/O and 5000 Series I/O

modules
SCADAPack E Configurator - Configuration software including Record Exchange
ES Remote I/O - ES RTUs operating at Remote I/O
Internal Data Processing - Data processing service within the SCADAPack E RTU
Data Processing Timeout - Data Processing time-out actions
System Diagnostics - RTU system diagnostics updates

* For more information on “POINT IS BAD” field see Section Data Processing Point Fields .63
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6.3 Data Processing Point Fields

The following is a list of Point Fields that are only modified internally by the Data Processor as a result
of Data Processing, or as a result of Data Processing Timeout:

POINT_FAILED
POINT_IN_ALARM 
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_4L
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_3L
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_2L
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_1L
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_1H
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_2H
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_3H
LIMIT_TRANSGRESS_4H
RATE_OF_RISE_EXCEDED
RATE_OF_FALL_EXCEDED
NO_CHANGE_DETECTED
OVER_RANGE
UNDER_RANGE
HIGH_COUNTER_LIMIT_EXCEEDED

The “POINT IS BAD” point field is not set by data processing on the SCADAPack E RTU.  It is a user
settable field normally set by an ISaGRAF application using a function block.  For more information see
the SCADAPack E ISaGRAF Function Block Reference manual, and the SCADAPack E Target 5
Function Block Reference manual.  It may also be set remotely from a Master Station via Record
Exchange.  It cannot be set via SCADAPack E Configurator.  When activated, the “POINT IS BAD” field
automatically activates the “POINT FAILED” property.
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